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ABSTRACT 
In the present paper we will try to find some fixed point and common fixed point theorems in usual metric 
spaces for rational expressions motivated by Dwivedi et.al [28] 
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1. Introduction and Preliminaries : 
The Banch contraction principal [1] principal has been generalized by many mathematician’s viz. Chu and Diza 
[6] , Sehgal [25] , Sharma and Rajput [11] Das and Gupta [7] , Jaggi [14] , Jaggi and Das [15] , Charrerjee [3] , 
Fisher [9] , Kannan [16] , Ciric [5] , Reich [22] , and others . We are introducing non-contraction mappings in 
usal metric spaces  to extend this principal . As it is well known   that a metric space (X ,d) is said to be usual 
metric space, if d(x ,y) = │x-y│  for all x,y . In the present paper we find a fixed point theorem for usual 
metric space 
 
2. Main Results: 
Theorem2.1:  Let T be mapping of usual metric space X into itself. If T satisfies the following conditions 
2.1.1.   = I  , Where I is the identity mapping .  
2.1.2.│Tx-Ty│  
            + +  
                                                 +  
 For all x,y  ,  such that x  and     with 6  then T has a fixed point . 
Futher , if  then T has unique fixed point. 
Proof: Suppose x is a point in the usual metric space X. 
 
Taking , y  (T+I) (x), z=Ty , u=2y-z 
We have, │z-x│=│Ty-Ix│=│Ty- │=│Ty-TTx│ 
                                                        
 +  +  
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              Max {a,b}=a 
             Where a=  
                       b =  
                    =    
 
=  +  
                                       +  +  
 
=│Tx-x│{ } + │y-Ty│{ } - - - - - - - - -(2.1.1) 
 
Case –II 
           Max{a,b}=b 
           Where a=  
                    b =  
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=  +  
                                       +  +  
 
 
==│Tx-x│{ } + │y-Ty│{ } - - - - - - - - -(2.1.2) 
 
Note 
│y-x│  - - - - - (A) 
│y-Tx│  - - - - - (B) 
 




   + +  
                                                 +  
   
 
 
= │x-Tx│+  + + } 
 
Case –I 
              Max {a,b}=a 
             Where a=  
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                       b =  
                        
 
=        +      
 
= [  │x-Tx│ + [ ] │y-Ty│    - - - --  - - --- - - - (2.1.3)       
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              Max {a, b} =b 
              Where a=  
                        b =  
                      =    
 
 + +  
=   [   - - -- -  -- - - - - - - - - - - (2.1.4) 
Now we will calcutate │z-u│: 
│z-u│ │z-x│+│x-u│ 
Using (2.1.1) and (2.1.3) 
 
= {  │x-Tx│ + {  │y-Ty│ + { } │x-Tx│ + {  │y-Ty│ 
 
= { } │x-Tx│++ { │y-Ty│ 
 
= { } + │y-Ty│{ } - - - - - - - - - - - - - (2.1.5) 
 
Using (2.1.2) and (2.1.4) 
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= │x-Tx│{  +│y-Ty│ { +│x-Tx│{  +│y-Ty│  
 
= │x-Tx│{  +.│y-Ty│ { } 
 
= { } +.│y-Ty│ {  }  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (2.1.6) 
 
Thus │z-u│  [ ] │x-Tx│ + [  +2  ] .│y-Ty│ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(2.1.7) 
But  
│z-u│ = │Ty-(2y-z) │  
            =│Ty-2y+z│ 
           = │Ty-2y+Ty│ 
│z-u│= 2│Ty-y│ 
           =2│y-Ty│   - - - - - - - - - - - - (2.1.8) 
 Comparing equ.  (2.1.7) and (2.1.8)   
           =2│y-Ty│  [ ] │x-Tx│ + [   +2 ] .│y-Ty  
          = [2- ]│y-Ty│  [ ] │x-Tx│ 
         = [4-2 -3 -4 ] │y-Ty│  [4 +4 +2 ] │x-Tx│ 
         = │y-Ty│   │x-Tx│ 
         = │y-Ty│  │x-Tx│ 
 
        Where   =   
Because, 6  
 
Thus  │z-u│  [ ] │x-Tx│ + [   ] .│y-Ty│ - - - -- - - - - - - (2.1.9) 
Now comparing (2.1.9) and (2.1.8)  
= 2│y-Ty│  [ ] │x-Tx│ + [   ] .│y-Ty  
= [ 2-  ] .│y-Ty  [ ] │x-Tx│ 
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 = [4-2 -3 ] │y-Ty│  [4 +4 +2 ] │x-Tx│ 
   = │y-Ty│   │x-Tx│ 
   = │y-Ty│ │x-Tx│ 
Where  =  
Because, 6  
Now , let  s= (T+I) then for every x  , we have   
   │ │ =│ssx-sx│ = │sy-y│ 
                                      
  
 │ │= │y-Ty│= │x-Tx│ 
By the  definition of k , we claim that sequence { (x)} is a Cauchy sequence inn X . By the completeness of 
space, we get that sequence { (x)} converges to some element  in X , i.e. (x) =  
Which implies s  =  . Hence, T  =  
So,  is a fixed point of T. 
Uniqueness:      If possible let  be another fixed point of T . Then, T , 
 
Also  
       │ │ =  
 
   +  +  
                                                   +  {  
 
  +  +  
                                                   +  {  
 
=  
= [   
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= = [   
Which is possible only when   because    
Hence,  Is the unique fixed point of T.  
Remark: If we put  =0 then the result of Dwivedi et.al [28], proved. 
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